Leo S. Olschki on Torrossa
Now available new titles published in 2013-2014

The Leo S. Olschki publishing house has now released the electronic edition of all books published during 2013-2014.

These 105 monographs join the titles already present on the Torrossa platform to provide a complete archive of fifteen years of publishing activity from Olschki. The collection represents an essential source of material for researchers of Literature, Art, History, Classical Studies, Music and Bibliography.

Titles are available as a single collection or in a series of smaller thematic subsets for libraries with a specific interest in one or more of the subject areas.

- **Complete Monographs 2013-2014**, 105 e-books
- **Classical studies**, 8 e-books
- **Italian Literature prior to 1599**, 7 e-books
- **Italian Literature from 1600 onwards**, 4 e-books
- **Musicology**, 7 e-books
- **Philosophy**, 20 e-books
- **History**, 29 e-books
- **Art, Architecture and Landscape Planning**, 21 e-books
- **Bibliography**, 9 e-books
- **International Cultures and Literatures**, 12 e-books

Libraries may also select titles from the publisher’s complete Torrossa catalogue that are of particular interest for their own collections to create a customised set; personalised quotations will be provided on request.

A special discounted rate is offered based on print titles already owned by the institution.

**CONTACTS**

Full descriptions and catalogues of all collections available may be found at www.casalini.it/torrossa. Please contact us at torrossa@casalini.it for further information or to activate a month’s free trial period.